Water-Revolution Global Pay Plan™

Basic Definitions

Become an Active Distributor

Simply enroll as a Water Revolution Independent Distributor to receive the eCom Website and Global Pay Plan web platform and immediately become eligible to earn direct sales commissions.

Direct Sales Commissions

Earn a Direct Sales Commission with most product sales generated through your official WR Web Platform.

Personal Volume (PV) and Business Volume (BV)

Distributors earn volume through all WR Web Platform personal sales and team sales. Personal purchases and sales made from your WR Web Platform generate Personal Volume (PV) and all volume, no matter how created, is referred to as Business Volume (BV).

Maintaining your Active Distributor Status

Personal purchases and sales made from your WR Web Platform generate Personal Volume (PV). In order to remain eligible to hold team volume and earn any organization or team commission you must generate a minimum of 50PV every 30 rolling days.

WR Independent Distributor Income

WR Independent Distributors can earn two basic types of income; 1. retail profits and 2. several types of leveraged team pay or organization commission.

WR Pay Periods

All Direct Sales Commissions and organization commissions are calculated and paid Daily, two weeks in arrears. Commissions are automatically transferred into the WR online commissions platform. Distributors are responsible for setting-up their online commissions account.
Binary Tree and Team Pay

Every sales center in the binary tree has only two possible sales centers directly connected to it and so on down the line. Your binary tree is comprised of all of your personally enrolled distributors who are placed by you in one of two teams, either your left team or your right team. Personally sponsored distributors are placed to the extreme outside left or extreme outside right of your binary tree. Team pay is calculated and based on sales performance by your team in the binary tree and you receive sales credit on those sales from either your left team or your right team activity down to unlimited depth. These sales credits are shown as BV. *You must be a qualified at the Dealer rank or above to receive team pay. Many equipment product sales are tracked and commissioned through the binary tree. Every new BV sales addition of 300 BV Left and 600 BV Right (or visa versa) pays a Team Cycle Bonus of either $25 or $40 USD. 

see ProBuilder™ Qualification

Matching Bonuses

When the Dealer rank is achieved, you are eligible to earn a $5 Matching Bonus every time one of your personally sponsored dealers earns a $20 Team Cycle Bonus. As a Manager or Executive you earn a $10 matching bonus.
Achievement Ranks

Rank 1: Active Distributor
more info

Simply enroll as a Water Revolution Independent Distributor to receive the eCom/Global Pay Plan web platform and immediately become eligible to earn direct sales commissions.

Rank 2: Qualified Distributor
more info

Activate your business center by achieving personal sales of 100PV (maintain minimum of 50PV) and personally enroll two Distributors, one on each team side. Qualified Distributors earn direct sales commissions and 3 levels of unilevel pay.

Rank 3: Dealer
more info

Achieve personal sales of 100PV (maintain minimum of 50PV) and personally enroll two Qualified Distributors, one on each team side. Dealers earn direct sales commissions, 4 levels of unilevel pay and binary team pay.

Rank 4: Manager
more info

Achieve the rank of Manager when five (5) of your personally enrolled Distributors reach the Dealer rank. Managers earn direct sales commissions, 5 levels of unilevel pay, binary team pay, manager matching bonuses and manager leadership bonuses.

Rank 5: Executive
more info

Achieve the rank of Executive when ten (10) of your personally enrolled Distributors reach the Dealer rank. Executives earn direct sales commissions, 7 levels of unilevel pay, binary team pay, executive matching bonuses and executive leadership bonuses.
Unilevel Tree and Bonuses

Each Distributor’s unilevel tree is comprised of all their personally enrolled Distributors who are shown as Level 1 of the tree. All Distributors personally enrolled by your level 1 Distributors will be shown as level 2 in your unilevel tree and so on throughout the tree. Qualified Distributors receive 3 levels of unilevel pay. Dealers receive 4 levels. Managers receive 5 levels and Executives receive 7 levels. Consumable product sales (including water equipment replacement filter cartridges) and auto orders are tracked and commissioned through the unilevel tree. The unilevel tree pays 7% of BV through 7 levels. Additionally, Executives are eligible for depth compression. Managers and Executives are eligible for coded Leadership Bonuses.

Coded Leadership Bonuses

Managers and Executives earn coded Leadership Bonuses with every water equipment sale throughout their manager and executive groups. These coded bonuses can pay to unlimited depth. Coded Leadership Bonus amounts vary according to each product sold. Coded Leadership Bonuses can accumulate together. If an Executive has no other executives or managers between them and the new sale, then they would receive the manager and the executive leadership coded bonus from that downline sale. Leadership Bonuses are paid through the Unilevel Tree.